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SLAVES FOR SALE
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority of ISU will hold a slave sale at 11:00 tomorrow afternoon on the patio in front of the Human Union. If you need your car washed, your room cleaned, your clothes ironed, or your slide rule oiled, be sure to bring along your billfold and attend the sale.

NADER COMES TO ROSE
by W. M. Strahle
As a prelude to the Environmental Teach-In activities in the Terre Haute area, Rose will welcome Ralph Nader to the Campus on April 16. The Student Government’s steering committee consisting of Bill Strahle, James Powell, Burt Jones, Steve Youmans, Rick Brandt and Roger Ward are also planning in conjunction with St. Mary’s College and Indiana State University, activities during the week of April 19 to April 26.

Mr. Nader will address the students and faculty of the Institute on pollution from 1:00 P.M. to 2:00 P.M. in the Field House. He will be available for questions from 2:00 P.M. to 3:00 P.M. following his speech.

ELECTIONS
Election plans for the executive officers (president, vice-president) of the Student Congress have been formulated by the Election Committee.

Both offices require a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.5, and a minimum of at least 2.0 for each of the two quarters preceding the election. The office of president may only be held by a senior. The office of vice-president may be held by either a junior or a senior.

Petitions are available at the PBX. They must be endorsed

FOOD REGENERATION PRESENTATION
"A Prototype System of Food Regeneration" will be the topic of the last presentation in a seminar on the environment, which is being sponsored by the Biological Engineering department. The seminar is attempting to answer four questions:
1) What must the environment provide to support life?
2) If pollution makes the land and water uninhabitable, can man survive in the sea, or on another planet, or in a completely artificial environment?
3) Is it possible to provide a completely closed or even semi-closed ecological system?
4) Can the space program help in solving man’s environmental problems?

Other topics covered in the previous presentations have included: "Life Support Systems in Space," and "Engineering Intangibles in Environmental

MORITORIUM
Editor’s Note: The following is an excerpt of a letter from the Vietnam Moritorium Committee.

After many months of low-key, grassroots organizing against the war, we feel it is again time for a dramatic protest. Therefore, on April 13-15 there will be a three-day “Peace Fast” to demonstrate our deep moral commitment against the Vietnam War.

Fasting has long been associated with distress and mourning. This is one of the purposes of the Fast—to recall all those who have died, North and South, American and Vietnamese—and to admit our complicity in the immorality of the war and in their dying.

EARTH DAY
A disease has infected our country. It has brought smog to Yosemite, dumped garbage in the Hudson, sprayed DDT in our food, and left our cities in decay. Its carrier is man. The weak are already dying.

Trees by the Pacific. Fish in our streams and lakes. Birds and crops and sheep. And people.

On April 22 we start to reclaim the environment we have wrecked. April 22 is the Environmental Teach-In, a day of environmental action. Hundreds of communities and campuses across the country are already committed. Earth Day is a commitment to make life better, not just bigger and faster; to provide real rather than rhetorical solutions. It is a day to re-examine the ethnic of individual progress at mankind’s expense. It is a day to challenge the corporate and government leaders who promise change, but who shortchange the necessary programs. It is a day for looking beyond tomorrow.

April 22 seeks a future worth living.
April 22 seeks a future. Participate, for your life may depend on it.

CONCERN
Beginning this spring quarter a revolutionary design in media editorializing will begin with the Institute Inklings and WRTR editorial staff working in conjunction to broaden the scope of this important feature of news service. The editorial staff of the Inklings, a recently created branch in charge of stating the editorial opinion of the paper, will each week express its views on various topics of not only local, but regional and national importance as well, in the Inklings. The uniqueness of the coming editorials lies in the fact that they will also be broadcast over WRTR, and the editorials of
EDITORIALS

Since this is the first issue of the Inklings under its new staff, the changes that are hoped for in future issues will be explained.

There will again be two assistant editors this year. Winston Fowler will be in charge of all the financial aspects of the Inklings, in particular, the co-ordination of the business and advertising staffs. Dennis Rogers will be responsible for the printing of articles in the paper.

The feature staff has been incorporated into the news staff, the purpose being to insure better communications and less duplication of work. A new staff has also been added this year; an editorial staff, which will work in conjunction with WRTR.

The Inklings is going to have a new image this quarter. There will still be the same type of articles that have appeared in the past, but there will also be stories on events of national and local importance. Some of these articles will be critical, and hopefully will present solutions to problems. Several letters of application contained the wish to see the Inklings become a leader, rather than a follower, and this is what is going to be attempted this quarter.

Anyone who opposes any of the views expressed in editorials or articles is urged to give his opinions. Also, anyone who is not on the Inklings, but who would like to express his views on a subject, may do so. All articles will be printed, and there will be no censorship. All articles should be sent to the Inklings, Box 902.

As another Vietnam Moratorium approaches, it is time for the Rose student (and faculty) to take a close look at the war. As it points out in the accompanying letter received from the Vietnam Moratorium Committee, there is a lack of "significant response by the Nixon administration toward ending this immoral war." There has been only tokenism; a token troop withdrawal, and a lottery system which appears to have changed nothing.

Listen to a news broadcast, and, as often as not, the newscaster will say the Southeast Asian war, not just the Vietnam war. Rather than a slowdown of the war, it is spreading. If we do not pull out of Vietnam now, American troops will be spread out all over Asia and you will not have to worry whether you will be drafted, but rather if your son will be drafted to die for something he doesn't believe in.

During the Moratorium, take a close look at the war, yourself, and your country, and draw your own conclusions.
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Recently, a case appeared before the Judicial Council concerning violation of visitation policy. The accused, Brad Saylor, was clearly guilty (by his own admission), so it would seem cut and dried; the Judicial Council handing down a fitting punishment, and Mr. Saylor abiding by their decision. As with most actions concerning campus politics, this was not the case. Once again, the Rose Shaft reared its ugly head, and skilfully skewed Mr. Saylor. The decision of the Judicial Council in this particular case was that Mr. Saylor be placed on social probation and not allowed to live on campus for the remainder of the academic year. The results were given to the student body for consideration by way of the main bulletin board and the Inklings. In both instances, it was stated that Mr. Saylor might appeal the case to the Faculty Disciplinary Committee. Since he didn't have a car for transportation, Brad appealed, thinking that the faculty might reverse the part of the verdict requiring him to live off campus. It would appear, however, that the faculty held no sympathy for Mr. Saylor. Instead of alleviating the penalty, they increased it. They stipulated that he be expelled from Rose for the next two quarters. Humanity prevailed partially; they permitted him to live on campus for the remainder of this quarter—provided he moved from BSB to Scharpenberg. These results bring to light some rather interesting aspects of justice at Rose, most of them not complimentary. If it would seem that the administration does not enjoy having the long-haired "liberal" faction of the student body, it seems less likely that he be permitted to return to Rose, no matter how he is living. If we do not pull out of Vietnam now, American troops will be spread out all over Asia and you will not have to worry whether you will be drafted, but rather if your son will be drafted to die for something he doesn't believe in.

During the Moratorium, take a close look at the war, yourself, and your country, and draw your own conclusions.
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PROPOSED STUDENT GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES BOARD

During the past year the student government has taken several steps to improve the social atmosphere of the Rose campus, such as, bringing big name entertainment to the campus and renovation of the snack bar. Thus far, however, there has been no magical change in the Rose social situation. What is the problem? In attempting to answer this question the members of the executive council of the student government have come to the conclusion that while there are several specific programs, there is no over-all program to improve the social atmosphere of the campus.

The first step toward the solution of this problem was taken last quarter when approval was obtained, on a trial basis, for a student government secretary. This will be a professional secretary hired on a full time basis. One of the primary duties of this secretary will be to handle scheduling of social events on the campus, hopefully eliminating some of the confusion which currently exists. Each month a calendar will be published containing not only all the events on the Rose campus, but also those of neighboring campuses, such as, DePauw, IU and ISU. The secretary should also be a great aid in coordinating details on major projects of the student government.

A second idea which is now under consideration is the formation of a student activities board, with direct responsibility for planning and carrying out an integrated, campus wide social program. Some of the specific programs which the activities board should organize include:

- Bringing big name entertainment to the campus two or three times a year.
- Providing entertainment at the snack bar about four times during the quarter for a minimal charge.
- Bringing three major speakers to campus for convocations.
- Sponsoring probably three major campus dances with bands in the $500 range.
- And, in general, coordinating the over-all social schedule of the school.

Since this board would be taking over most of the functions of the IDC, this organization, as it now exists, would not be necessary. It might become an advisory board composed of the presidents of the six dormitories. The money now collected by the IDC could be distributed to the individual dorms for dorm parties.

The proposed activities board would be composed of five members, two of which would be on-campus, non-fraternity members. One member would be the president of the student body or his personal representative. With this small board the student body could apply quite a bit of pressure to get the proposed programs carried out, where as now there is no one in particular to blame.

This board would be financed directly from the school. Requests for money would not have to go through the Student Congress, thus avoiding unnecessary delays.

The student government would like to have the opinions of the students as to the creation of this board. We feel that it would be an important step in coordinating and strengthening the social program on the Rose campus.

-JIM GRAHAM
Student Body Historian
SHUTSKE, ROBERTS HEAD TRACK TEAM

Rose hosted Anderson College Monday evening in its first outdoor meet of the season and came up on the short side of a 73-72 decision. Top individuals for the Engineers were Greg Shuttske, half mile victor and member of both winning relay squads, and Keith Roberts, intermediate hurdles winner, triple jump champ, member of the winning mile relay team, and third in the broad jump.

Also capturing events for Rose were: Tom Hans, mile and second in the half mile; Steve White, two mile; Joe Zumur, javelin; Jim Eppen, high jump, and Woody Heller, high hurdles. The above five are frosh and should provide a strong nucleus for an improving Engineer track squad.

The Engineers host Hanover Wednesday after school in a dual meet.

TENNIS TEAM PREPARES FOR SEASON

After four weeks of pre-season practice the Rose Tech Tennis Team is anxiously awaiting its first meet on April 7 at Earlham College. This year the team will be led by returning lettermen Ron Westby and Al Hruby and promising first year players Rick Keene, Gary Jess, Ken Brown and Beldon Beasley. Rounding out the squad are Ray King, Dave Walley and Paul Hulgren. Although lacking an outstanding first singles player the team this year possesses more depth than it has had in recent years. Those players in the lower singles positions should expect quite successful records. The schedule this year includes meets with Marian, Indiana Central and Wabash. The first home meet is Friday, April 10, at 6:00 p.m. against St. Joe. All interested spectators are welcome to attend.

FOOD REGENERATION PRESENTATION

Health Problems." A fourth presentation, "Recovery and Synthesis in a Semi-Closed Ecological System," was cancelled due to the speaker being unable to appear.

The final presentation will be April 14 in room B119. This lecture is being co-sponsored by the Bio. E., Chem. E., and Chemistry departments. The speaker will be Dr. Pranas Budininkas. According to Dr. Arthur, chairman of the Bio. E. department, the major concern of the lecture will be the synthesis of formaldehyde from carbon dioxide, hydrogen and oxygen.

Dr. Budininkas is employed by General American Research Division, General American Transportation Corp., which recently received a government grant to develop food processing systems. Dr. Budininkas received his B.A. from Indiana University, and both his M.A. and Ph.D. from Illinois Institute of Technology. His areas of experience include: the general area of high temperature chemistry and thermodynamics, especially phase reactions; heterogeneous catalysis; homogeneous gas phase catalysis; and air pollution, particularly methods and problems of SO2 removal from flue gases.

WIVES' CLUB

The informal meeting of the Rose Poly Student Wives Club will be held Wednesday, April 15, at 8:00 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Bob (Roseanna) Beecher. The meeting will be in the form of a baby shower for all expecting members. Gifts will be furnished by the club. Directions to the Beecher home may be obtained by calling Mrs. Stansifer at 533-5166. All members are cordially invited to attend.

CONCERN

(Continued from Page One)

the WRTR editorial board will be serialized in the Inklings.

Questions might well be asked as to why the new facet of editorial reporting took place. The main purpose of the expanding of the Inklings to the airwaves and WRTR to print is to increase the audience and readers in hopes of increasing awareness to problems confronting the student and also Rose. An added feature is that two different views might be accorded to further augment the amount of available material put before the student. The complete program may be summed up in saying that its purpose is promoting concern.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Our Managers, Betty Rich and Jim Dryer, have "Gone Out of Their Heads" over you and have declared Tuesday Evenings at "BELOW THE SALT" as pitch night each week.

Between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. all pitcher beer will be sold to customers at $1.00 per pitcher except our imported Lowenbrau Beer.

Call 232-2144 for your favorite sandwich or pizza to go.

8 N. 5th Street

WRTR EDITORIAL

(Continued from Page Two)

case for Mr. Saylor should he try to bring Rose to court over this. Please don't misunderstand our point. Brad Saylor is obviously guilty, and should thus be punished. This, however, should not be allowed to serve as an excuse to punish him for his long hair and his liberal ideas. WRTR pleads with the faculty and administration to give Brad Saylor a fair shake and take steps to avoid similar incidents in the future.

WRTR welcomes your comments. If desired, the station will provide time for replies by anyone whose opinions differ from those we express editorially.

WRTR will also provide time for the expression of personal views.

"WITH A FINANCE PLAN TO MEET YOUR BUDGET"

Open Mon. & Fri. 'til 8

108 N. 7th St.

232-0191

if you want to be thanked with a kiss

... give a kiss-inspiring gift ...

ROSS ELLIS JEWELERS